1. Remove and replace pavement within shaded areas bounded by saw cuts and/or construction joints.

2. For diagonal crossing, replace pavement using squared cuts, as shown. Pay quantity will include squared area.

3. Remove and replace pavement to construction joint if less than 3 ft. from proposed saw cut. Extra area will be included in pay quantity.

4. For longitudinal installations: remove and replace pavement and curb to edge of street, if the saw cut is less than 3 ft. from the outside edge of the pavement or curb. Avoid saw cuts in the existing wheel line. Trenches exceeding 300 L.F. shall be backfilled and made driveable.

5. All construction joints shall be reestablished in accordance with the City of Owasso standards for Portland cement concrete pavement. When a pavement section is removed along an existing longitudinal construction joint, the new pavement shall be dowelled to the pavement adjacent to the joint.